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ABSTRACT 

The organisation in focus is a small family coffee shop that is aiming at creating a 

differential advantage within its target segment by which a distinct competitive position 

relative to other coffee shops can be established, and from which sales and profit would flow. 

The coffee would want to achieve a sustainable competitive advantage through the 

manipulation of the elements of the marketing mix comprising the 7Ps elements. The 

differentiation of the product and service of the new coffee shop from that of competitors 

mean making the products distinctive and different from those of rivals and creating a unique 

selling point that in turn strengthens the brand. There would also be the implementation and 

monitoring of the organisation’s performance in order to take any corrective action. Since 

circumstance both within the organisation and in its environment are unlikely to stay 

constant while strategy is being pursued, it is necessary to accommodate such changes for 

the overall benefit of the organisation. This study focuses on strategic and marketing analysis 

of the new coffee shop with the aim of securing a solid take up point for the organisation. 

Secondly, it looked at strategic direction and strategic formulation which essentially focused 

at the future and the objectives to be accomplished by the organisation. This study covers 
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some specific strategies, tactics, resource allocation, schedules of responsibilities/tasks, 

budget, monitoring and evaluation. Finally, it covered the control aspects such as the 

marketing control processes and the gap bridging skills required to achieve the marketing 

goals in the  organisation under focus in the most efficient and effective manner. 

 

Keywords: Marketing strategy, Differential advantage, Distinct competition, Marketing mix, 

Implementation, Monitoring, Marketing control 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION  

This study focuses on strategic and marketing analysis of the new family coffee shop with the 

aim of securing a solid take up point for the organisation. Secondly, it looked at strategic 

direction and strategic formulation which essentially focused at the future and the objectives 

to be accomplished by the organisation. This study covers some specific strategies, tactics, 

resource allocation, schedules of responsibilities/tasks, budget, monitoring and evaluation. 

Marketing strategy has traditionally been defined as a stabilising force involving a firm’s 

integrated pattern of decisions, which specify key choices concerning products, markets, 

marketing activities, and marketing resources (Varadarazan 2010).  With respect to its 

theoretical background, marketing strategy according to Hooley, Broderick and Moller, 

Honey, Lynch, Brooksbank, and Shepard (cited in Palmer, Simmons and Mason 2013) is 

developed and used to mobilise and configure the actions of firm actors, creating a set of 

stabilising activities typically oriented around resources, planning, and the positioning of 

products and services to customers.     

 

1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM       

The marketing mix of an organisation is the rudiment of the whole marketing strategy. And 

“a strong integrated marketing mix can be a competitive advantage for any business” 

(Tarasova 2014  p. 5). The personal influences include the personality, income, age, sex, 

involvement and occupational matters. The social influences are made by social factors, such 

as friends’ or acquaintances’ opinions or belonging to a certain group of people. 

Psychological influences concern different attitudes and perceptions. Media influences 

include the effect of advertising, marketing campaigns and promotions. Therefore, planning 

of the marketing strategy requires a lot of consideration and it involves the target markets and 

creating marketing mix (Cowell 1993). 

 

2.0  LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Marketing Strategy 

Shankar and Carpenter (2012 p. 2) viewed “marketing strategy as a broad plan of managerial 

initiatives and actions relating organisation to its customers and markets”.  Varadarajan (cited 

by Shankar and Carpenter 2012 p. 2) described marketing strategy as “organisation’s 

integrated pattern of decisions that specify its crucial choices concerning products, markets, 

marketing actions and marketing resources in the creation of products that offer value to 

customers in exchanges with the organisation to achieve specific objectives”.  

Furthermore, within the given environment, marketing strategy deals essentially with the 

interplay of three factors known as the three Cs: the customer, the competition and the 

corporation (Jain 2000).                                              
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2.2 Strategy Formulation 

Therefore, marketing strategy is all about creating a unique and valuable position, involving a 

different set of activities that are quite distinct from competitors (Jain 2010). The key 

elements of marketing strategy are depicted in figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Key Elements of Marketing Strategy Formulation 

(Source: Jain 2000 p 25 Exhibit 2.2) 
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2.3  Steps in the Strategic Marketing Process  

 

Figure 2 Components of marketing Strategy 

(Source: Panter 2014 p. 2 fig.1) 

As depicted in figure 2, the components of the marketing strategy are treated at different 

stages from the strategic objective of the organisation to the organisation and implementation 

of plans geared towards achieving the desired market performance. Therefore, an overview of 

the strategic marketing process gives information and analysis required at each stage and 

decisions to be taken by an organisation. 

Panter (2014) said that what is crucial is to see each stage, and the whole process, as dynamic 

as iterative. Furthermore, it is crucial to ask not just whether the market is inherently 

attractive, but whether it matches the organisations’ capacity profile. 
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2.4 Determining Strategic Focus  

An organisation needs to look at its marketing and product strategy for growth. The 

organisation could decide whether the focus should be on growing the overall size of the 

market, or on taking a bigger share of an existing market. An organisation could also decide 

to concentrate on getting existing customers to use its product, or on finding new customers. 

In some instances, an organisation can only bolster its share by taking customers from 

competitors. The three classifications of the higher-levels objectives and strategies include 

the growth, maintenance, and retrenchment.  They form the marketing plan objectives, 

strategies and programmes as depicted in figure 3.  

  

Figure 3: Choices of Marketing plan objectives, strategies and programmes 

(Source: Sutherland 2014 p. 4) 
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2.5 Choice of strategy 

Johnson et al (2008 p. 112) defined “strategy is the direction and scope of an organisation 

over the long term, which achieves advantage in a changing environment through its 

configuration of resources and competences”.  Marketing strategy is concerned with the 

creation of a marketing mix that enables the business to achieve its objectives in a target 

market (Varadarajan and Clark 1994).  Hamel (cited in Slater, Hult and Olson 2010 p. 552) 

argued that “strategy innovation is the only way for newcomers to succeed on the face of 

enormous resources disadvantages, and the only way for incumbents to renew their lease on 

success”. Furthermore, Barley (cited in Slater, Hult and Olson 2010) stated that an innovative 

or creative strategy positions the firm in a way that is unique and is difficult for its 

competitors to imitate.                                 

The Ansoff Matrix is a strategic planning tool that links an organisation’s marketing strategy 

with its general strategic direction. The Ansoff matrix is an important tool for helping 

develop an appropriate marketing strategy. The model looks at the options for developing a 

marketing strategy and helps to assess the levels of risks involved in each option (Business 

case study 2014). It offers four alternative growth strategies in a tabular form as depicted in 

figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 Ansoff Matrix 

(Source: Business case studies 2015) 

There is also certain amount of risk attach to the different options (figure 5) and it involves 

different levels of investment. Therefore, organisations have to look at each strategy on the 

basis of the implications it could have on the organisation. 
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Figure 5:  Strategy options and risks level attached 

(Source: Hollensen 2010) 

 

2.6 Market penetration strategy 

According to Hollensen (2010) this strategy involves focusing on selling the organisations’ 

products or services into existing markets to gain higher market share. This category attracts 

most organisations because it carries the lowest amount of risk (figure 6). 

 

Figure 6:  Market Penetration Strategy 

(Source: Hollensen 2010) 

 

In addition, this strategy involves selling more to current customers and to new customers 

who can be thought of as being in the same marketplace.  

Furthermore, a successful market penetration strategy relies on detailed knowledge of the 

market and competitor activities. Even though this strategy carries the lowest risk, the fact 

that it relies on having successful products in a market well known to the organisation even 

makes it more difficult for a new outfit like family coffee shop to adopt this strategy. 
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2.7 Market Development Strategy 

A market development strategy involves an organisation selling its existing products into a 

new market.  

The Coffee shop would not apply this strategy because as new outfit, it does not have any 

existing sales channels, is not yet looking at the possibility of repackaging its products, and is 

not considering making any differential price offers on its product in a new segment of the 

market.  

2.8 Product Development Strategy 

The product development strategy requires changes in business operations, including a 

research and development function that is needed to introduce new products to existing 

markets.                                                                                                                              

Even though the Coffee shop is a new small family coffee shop, it would adopt this strategy 

because there is already an existing customer base in the market area. What the Coffee shop 

has to do is to create some form of “uniqueness” in its products. In this instance, therefore, 

what would be unique in Sadi Coffee offering is the introduction of a local additive (Gadali) 

in the coffee mix. Gadali  is a traditional herb popular in Northern Nigeria and is valued for 

its medicinal benefits (Etkin 1981). This kind of idea had succeeded in Malaysia with the use 

of Tongkat Ali in coffee preparation, also a traditional herb popular among the natives of 

South Asia valued for its medicinal value (Cheliah and Kwon 2011). 

2.9 Diversification Strategy 

A diversification strategy achieves growth by developing new products for completely new 

markets. As such, it is inherently more risky than product development because by definition 

the organisation has little or no experience of the new market. In addition, the new skills 

needed both in terms of marketing and operations often require substantial investment. 

The shop coffee would not be advised to adopt this option because it is a new venture. 

 

2.0 Key Components of an Appropriate Marketing Mix (7Ps) 

The Chartered Institute of Marketing (as cited by Lee 2008) said that businesses need to 

make sure that they are marketing the right product to the right person at the right price in the 

right place and at the right time.   

The marketing mix refers to the group of marketing decisions aimed on implementation of 

marketing strategies, creation of brand awareness and satisfaction of customers (Dibb et al 

2001). It is a way of assessing how an organisation can balance the four key elements of 

Product, Price, Place, and Promotion in order to meet customer’s needs and achieve its sales 

objectives. 

Even with the best product anywhere, if an organisation promotes it to the wrong audience, 

over prices it or distributes it in a way that is inconvenient for customers, then the business 

will not generate sales. Successful organisations are those that always try to keep the 

relationship between product, price, place and promotion highly integrated.                 

For the purpose of elaboration, figure 6 below depicts the marketing mix elements in their 

sub-sets formations. 
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Figure 7 Marketing Mix Elements 

(Source: BlueHorizons  2015) 

 

2.1 Product 

Kotler (2006 p. 546) said “product is anything that is offered to a market for attention, 

acquisition, use or consumption and that might satisfy a want or need, it includes physical 

objects, services, persons, places, organisations and ideas”. According to Dibb, Bradley and 

Simkin (2001) a product can be tangible as well as a service or even an idea. Moreover, an 

organisations’ product mix incorporates all products that are offered to the consumers. It is 

therefore of essence for an organisation to apply the correct mix in order to match the 

consumer’s taste and preference.  

The Coffee shop would be offering to the market a product (coffee) with unique attribute in 

the form of the refined local herp (Gadali) in its coffee as an additive. This would clearly 

differentiate the Coffee from competitors’ products. The Coffee shop would also be mindful 

of the fact that the product (coffee) consists of core product, actual product and augmented 

product.                                   

According to Kotler (2006), the core product corresponds to the intangible benefit that the 

customer desires, and that makes the product valuable to him. Similarly, the actual product 

refers to that tangible physical object that is offered to the customer. Furthermore, the 

augmented product is something complimentary to the actual product like after sales services.       

2.2 Price  

Price is the only variable in the marketing mix that must be set in relation to the other three 

Ps according to Low and Tan (as cited by Lee 2008). Pricing is one of the most important 
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elements of the marketing mix, as it is the only mix, which generates a turnover for the 

organisation. The other elements of the marketing mix are the variable costs for the 

organisation.   

The Coffee shop would adopt a low price strategy with emphasis on price as an issue, and as 

a lowest cost producer with flexibility. The pricing strategy would be cost-based pricing 

which simply calculate the full cost and adding a mark-up (a percentage for profit). 

2.3 Place   

Placing is an important part of the marketing mix. Place strategy refers to how an 

organisation will distribute the product or service they are offering to end user (Goi 2011). 

There are certain basic factors that are essential for consideration while choosing a location of 

a business. According to Kotler (2006) such would include the type of location, site 

characteristics, target customers’ characteristics and needs and competitors’ location. The 

appearance of the location is also very crucial as the general atmosphere, both internal and 

external characteristics of the placement has to be considered with the customer in focus.  

For the Coffee shop, the location of the shop is at the market square in the student village 

which serves as a gate way and is the economic hub for students and other residents. The 

external image of the place i.e. the shop itself is well positioned in a building with other 

shops offering other products and services such hair dressing saloons, clothes and provision 

stores. The internal image of the place is also well prepared with furniture, television, 

decorations and tables/chairs provided for pass time games like Ludo and Scrabbles that are 

popular among students especially at the beginning of the semester. 

2.4 Promotion 

Promotion helps to create the awareness of the many options and choices available regarding 

products and services, and it is a vital part of business and an integral component of the total 

marketing mix (Fam and Merrilees 1998). The value or benefits of a product has to be 

communicated to the target market. This is done through promotion while taking cognisance 

of factors such as media attributes, target audience reach capability, cost-effectiveness, nature 

of business, demography (Fam and Merrilees 1998). 

The promotional strategy to be adopted by the Coffee shop would be Above-the-line 

promotion which is typically associated with traditional forms of advertising media. These 

might be through newspapers, magazines, TV, cinema, radio, billboards or internet poster 

adverts. The new coffee shop has limited resources so cannot embark on any grandiose 

advertisement campaign.  Emphasis would be on personnel selling through the use of 

efficient and very courteous service approach to all our customers. As the target markets are 

mainly students, use of flyers detailing the products and services been offered would be a 

major channel of the shops’ promotional strategy. Another strategy is the offer of buy-one 

cup of coffee and get 25% rebate on noodles during the examination period as a special offer.                                                                                                    

The coffee shop would also apply the AIDA model as a guide to its promotion strategy. The 

model demonstrates the steps of promotion. Initiating awareness (attention) amongst non-

customers or increasing knowledge of new offers for existing customers, generating interest 

for and creating desire to have the product and finally ensuring action to purchase(Business 

case studies 2014) 
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2.5 People  

The people working are those that provide product and/or service to customers and therefore 

are very important in the business. Their attitude may influence the customers’ perception of 

the entire business, increase/improve the image and build trust. It behoves on organisations to 

build a framework of characteristics, which should be crucial for the staff in the form of 

friendliness, helpfulness, courtesy, competence, language knowledge (Cooper 1997).  

Consequently, human resources should be carefully considered in the selection and 

subsequent training, re-training and general motivation. The customer sees the personnel of 

the organisation as a representative of such organisation. Good performance of the staff 

attracts more customers, build trust and lead to customer loyalty (Lovelock et al 2010). 

The Sadi coffee shop had assembled the team (family members and two others) that can help 

it achieve its objectives. There would be effort in training and motivation of staff through fair 

wages that will create a strong loyal and dedicated team that will give the coffee shop an 

effective and efficient representation before the customers. This would create a strong 

competitive  advantage for the coffee over its rivals.  

2.6 Physical Evidence 

The physical evidence covers things like essential evidence, peripheral evidence, premises, 

equipment and literature. It is what affects the customers’ perception of the product and/or 

service which includes location, building, furniture, design, service image and colours.  It 

also includes the tangible items associated with the product or service in the form of 

promotional materials, bags, cards, souvenirs (Cowell 1993).  

The Coffee shop would apply the strategy of service experience (service-cape) that considers, 

for instance, the customers ambience, the background music, the comfort of the seating, and 

the service facility, and appearance of the staff which also greatly affect a customers’ 

satisfaction with service experience.  

2.7 Process 

According to Muala and Qurneh (2012), process is the implementation of action and function 

that increase the value for products with low cost and high advantage to the customer. 

Moreover, process represents the total concept of operations management. According to 

Cowell (1993), process refers to the information flow, product and service performance, 

availability of the product or service, ordering, information flow, delivery processes. 

Under this element of the marketing mix, the Coffee shop would adopt and apply the 

management process of planning and control, operational planning, design of layout and 

maintenance, time planning, control of inventory, quality control, control of operations and 

forecasting.  
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3.0 BUDGETING 

Budget is an estimate of costs, revenues, and resources over a specified period, reflecting a 

reading of future financial conditions and goals. One of the most important administrative 

tools, a budget serves also as a plan of action for achieving quantified objectives, sets 

standard for measuring performance, and is a device for coping with foreseeable adverse 

situations (BusinessDictionary.com 2014)                                                                                                            

A financial analysis was carried out and the investment profile of the Coffee  shop in terms of 

initial funding was N2.5 million. A total of N1,250,000.00 was spent on the initial capital 

expenses. The balance of N750.000.00 is the initial working capital for the coffee shop.                                                                                         

The organization is expected to grow sales revenue in each year of the three year plan and 

will maintain a 62% gross margin and reasonable operating expenses (assumptions). The 

Coffee shop will see a growth in its net profit during the same period. The organization will 

maintain a healthy cash flow that would create room for funds availability for operational 

purposes. 

The Coffee shop is fully funded as a family business. The budget covers the  promotional and 

personnel cost for the initial one year period, and it is been envisage that there would be 

slight increases in the personnel cost. For the promotional budget, the management of the 

coffee shop would be very flexible with its promotional activities and would control the cost 

outlay to avoid heavy expenditure on promotion, all things being equal. 

Capital Budget 

Pre-paid rent (annual)                                  N250,000 

Premises remodelling                                   N150,000 

Start-up Inventory                                       N200,000 

Equipment                                                 N500,000 

Miscellaneous                                                 N150,000 

Total costs                                                     N1,250,000               

 

Table 1 Capital Budget 

(Source: Author 2015)) 

 

 

4.0 IMPLEMENTATION 

Poor implementation can sabotage even a sound marketing strategy (Kotler et al 2012). 

Implementation and monitoring of the organisations’ performance is necessary in order that 

any corrective action would be taken to ensure that the desired results are achieved. Since 

circumstance both within the organisation and its environment are unlikely to stay constant 

while strategy is being pursued (Ranasinghe 2012), it is therefore necessary to adapt to 

accommodate such changes.  
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4.1 Execution and Evaluation 

The execution process should include specific details about who does what, where and when. 

The implementation of marketing strategy demands good communication between the 

marketing function and the other parts of the organisation (Panter 2013). 

For the purpose of elaboration, the Mckinsey 7s Model is presented. As a check list, the 

model is used to ensure that all the elements involved in implementing the strategy are 

consistent with each other and with the strategy itself. The 7s comprised the Strategy itself 

and supported by skills, shared value, style, staff, systems and structure (Figures 8 and 9). 

 

 
 

Figure 8:  The McKinsey 7s Model 

(Source: Yates  2011) 
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Figure 9 : The Mind Map of the Mckinsey 7s model 

(Source: Yates 2011) 

 
The Mind Map of the Mckinsey model in figure 9 shows the linkage of all the elements 

involved in the strategy implementation. It further demonstrates the framework as a Value 

Based Management (VBM) Model that describes how a manager can holistically and 

effectively organise a company (Yates 2011). This model gave the insight into the 

connectivity between the contents of the different elements. 

 

5.0  CONTROL                                                                                                                                                                    

An organizational control system is comprised of a set of procedures for monitoring, 

directing, evaluating, and compensating the organization's employees. Organizations use a 

variety of control forms to ensure that employees' efforts are channelled toward activities that 

facilitates achieving of organisational objectives (Agarwal 1996). 

5.1 Marketing control processes 

Marketing controls are vital to ensure that the marketing plans are carried out as planned. The 

strategic approach to the control process involves proper implementation of the plans, setting 

key performance indicators, possibility of detecting deviations, taking necessary corrective 

actions, being proactive rather than reactive, and comparing and contrasting with budget 

(Ranasinghe  2012).                                                
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According to Ranasinghe (2012 p. 34) “evaluation identifies what really was done while 

controlling involves evaluating the results with expected. Applying the key performance 

indicators and taking remedial actions without delay to ensure that the plan is on track and 

deviations are minimised or eliminated”.  

Figure 10 below depicts the process of control which would serve as a guide for management 

control. 

  
 

Figure 10: Marketing control process 

(Source: Ranasinghe 2012) 

 

5.2 Gap bridging: execution skills 

To be successful in implementing the marketing strategy, there is always the need to be aware 

of the re-occurring incidence of gap and to bridge it. “Managers need to bring four execution 

skills to the marketing job: interacting, allocating, monitoring, and organising” (Bonoma 

2009 p. 75). 

The coffee shop would operate a simple organisational structure that would allow for free 

flow of information with flexibility for decision making at the supervisory level, direct 

internal communication between the managers and subordinates, management philosophy 

that is not rigid, some levels of delegation to allow for understudy and succession by the 

family members working in the coffee shop. 

With the quality of the recommendations and strategy options proffered in this integrated 

plan, the new outfit is ready to explore the business opportunities for its prosperity and 

growth in the very competitive business environment. 
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6.0  CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

For the coffee shop to harness the opportunity of becoming a strong and profitable family 

business, it should create a strong sense of identity, give direction in its operation and 

marketing policies that would be devoid of serious misunderstanding and disagreements 

among the operators. The level of control would incorporate responsibility, authority and 

autonomy levels among the team members. The management approach would be based on a 

simple and basic organisation less of rigidity. Since disagreement and conflict are inevitable, 

if and when it happened, the management of the coffee shop would resolve it by resolution.  

The management of the Coffee shop should understand and be guided by the fact that:-                                                                                                             

 Control supports better quality of performance by implementing the process of seeing 

the mistakes in the process and correcting them on a regular basis.          

 Control assists the organization to cope up with environmental changes by making the 

organization to respond quickly.                                                    

 Control helps create a faster production cycle, particularly if the control system helps 

to establish several check/correction points that improve quality control.   

 Control makes delegation easier and better. It provides feedback on performance by 

subordinates because they have to report back to superiors. 

Finally, marketing managers need to apply the four execution skills to the marketing job, that 

is interacting, allocating, monitoring, and organising. Control helps to implement the 

planning process and monitor the organizational activities successfully, thus allowing the 

organization to measure its progress. 
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Appendix 1 

This figure shows the organisational structure of the coffee shop. It is a simple functional 

structure which has the General Manager as the Head being assisted by the Deputy Manager 

–Finance and Administration. There is a provision for a Supervision who would be in-charge 

of the kitchen and the main shop floor to be assisted by the shop attendants. There would also 

be the cashier who would be in charge of sales collections. There would be a direct and line 

relationship between the cashier and the Manager (Finance/Administration) and the 

supervisor respectively. 
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Appendix  11                                                                                                                                                             

This depicts the types of control, who does the control, the purpose and approach to control. 

This control standard would typically apply to large organisations. However, The coffee shop 

would apply the relevant portion of this control types to suit its purpose even as a small 

business outfit. 
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